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5. Experimental Evidence and Theory for the Interaction of
Superthermal Electrons with the MHD Modes during ECRH
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Abstract The interaction of ECRH with the m/n-2/1 tearing mode, which was
observed in toroidal plasmas, is attributed to the superthermal electrons which are
produced on the EC resonance by the ECRH. Superthermal electrons diffusing
across the q=2 surface, exchange power with the m/n-2/1 MHD mode which is
either suppressed or enhanced. When the EC resonance is outside the rational
surface the mode is always suppressed. When the EC resonance is inside the
rational surface, modes with a large amplitude are enhanced while modes with a
small amplitude are suppressed.

1. Introduction
The interaction of ECRH with the MHD modes is a well-known effect in fusion

plasmas. This interaction has been observed in the following experiments:
• in TFR [1] the m/n = 2/l mode was completely suppressed when the EC resonance

was outside the q = 2 surface;
• in TEXT [2] the mln = 2/1 mode was completely suppressed when the EC resonance

was inside the q — 2 surface;

• in JFT-2M [3] and in T-10 [4], during a scan of the EC resonance over the plasma
radius, the mln = 2/1 mode was completely suppressed when the EC resonance was
outside the q = 2 surface, but the mode was enhanced up to 40% when the EC
resonance was inside the q = 2 surface;

In these experimental results one could identify the following two different cases:
(i) the case of JFT-2M where the mln-2/1 mode is suppressed when the EC
resonance is outside the q = 2 surface and enhanced when the EC resonance is inside the
q = 2 surface; and

(ii) the case of TEXT where the m/n = 2/l mode is suppressed when the EC
resonance is inside the q = 2 surface.
The interaction of ECRH with the mln-2l\ tearing mode in the above experiments was
attributed to current profile modulations at the q = 2 surface, either by current drive, or
by electron heating. Neither of these theoretical models, however, could address the two
cases and indicate the conditions at which each case is observed. In the present work the
interaction of ECRH with the MHD modes is addressed, for the first time, as a
superthermal electron effect. It will be shown that the critical parameter which
distinguishes the two cases at the experiment is the mode amplitude.

2. Electron-mode interactions and power transfer during ECRH
The general formula for the power transfer [5], from a population of charges with

density nq, to a magnetic perturbation such as bmn(r)expi(m0 + ncp - cot) is
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dP n r / \ ...
— = -qBQ — [a>-a>.)iv (1)
dV m v * i

where CO* is the diamagnetic-rotation angular velocity of the population of the charges

and vq is the diffusion velocity (at the rational surface) due to the MHD mode. In the

presence of other dynamic procedures, also contributing to transport, the significance of
v can be better understood through the relation

Uq=uq+vq, (2)

where Uq is the diffusion velocity in the presence of the MHD mode and U would be

the diffusion velocity, due to any other effect, in the absence of the mode. In different
wards we may say that v represents the diffusion velocity enhancement by the MHD

mode. Relation (1) implies that any finite transfer of power to the mode would be
provided by the diffusive fluxes of charges (i.e. yq = nqvq) across the rational surface.

Such fluxes of charges during off-axis ECRH are the following:
• the fluxes of superthermal electrons (which are produced by ECRH) in both radial

directions out from the EC resonance; and
• the (opposite to the superthermal electron fluxes), fluxes of thermal electrons which

are required for particle balance on the EC resonance.
The power which is transferred to the mode by the above superthermal and thermal
electron fluxes according to relation (1) would be the following

dP r
-f = eBQ-(co-Q)*se)nsevse, (3)
dV m
dP r
—^ = eB0 — (co-co*e)neve. (4)
dV m

Given, however, that the superthermal and thermal electron fluxes, out from and
into the EC resonance, are opposite to each other (i.e. neve =-nsevse) the total transfer
of power to the mode by all fluxes, obtained by adding relations (3) and (4), is

dP r
^ B{e-co.tse)nsevse. (5)

se

m
Below we examine relation (5) at the two limits with vse » use and v^e « u

where vse and use, which were defined in relation (2), are the two components of the

diffusion velocity of the superthermal electrons across the rational surface.

(i) For vse » use the superthermal electron density profile is locally flattened at the
rational surface. The local flattening of the superthermal electron density profile,
subsequently eliminates the diamagnetic rotation of the superthermal electrons on the
rational surface and, hence, relation (5) becomes

dP r
^L B s e v s e . (6)

m
Relation (6), during off-axis ECRH, applies as follows:
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• When the EC resonance is outside the rational surface, then vse < 0 on the rational

surface and, hence, dPwtldV < 0 . This implies that power is taken from the mode

and the mode is suppressed.
• When the EC resonance is inside the rational surface, then vse > 0 on the rational

surface and, hence, dPlot IdV > 0. This implies that power is given to the mode and

the mode is enhanced.
Both of the above theoretical predictions of the present model were observed for the
m/n = 2/\ mode, during the radial scan of the EC resonance outside and inside the
q = 2 surface, in JFT-2M and T-10.

(ii) At the opposite limit of vse « use the mode apparently has no effect on the

equilibrium superthermal electron density profile, for which co*^e » O)*e because of the

higher temperature and the much steeper density profile of the superthermals about the
EC resonance. Relation (5) at this limit consequently takes the form

dP r
-^L~-eBQ-(D*senseVse. (7)
dV m

Relation (7), during off-axis ECRH, applies as follows:
• When the EC resonance is inside the rational surface, then vse > 0 on the rational

surface and, hence, dPmIdV < 0 . This implies that power is taken from the mode

and the mode is suppressed.

• When the EC resonance is outside the rational surface, then vse < 0 on the rational

surface but also ft)*se < 0 (because of CQ*xe °= dn%e Idr and the hollow superthermal

electron density profile) and, hence, dPm I dV < 0. This implies that power is taken

again from the mode and the mode is also suppressed.
The first theoretical prediction of the present model was observed for the mln = 2/1
mode at TEXT. At TEXT, however, ECRH was not applied outside the q = 2 surface so
the second theoretical prediction at this limit cannot be confirmed. It follows that at this
limit the mode is suppressed for any'position of the EC resonance relative to the rational
surface.

By now it is obvious that the two above limits, (i) and (ii), correspond to the two
cases, (i) and (ii), in the Introduction. In different words, the theoretical predictions of the
model could be presented as follows:
(a) When the EC resonance is outside the rational surface the mode is always
suppressed. This prediction is confirmed by all of the available experimental results, i.e.
from TFR, JFT-2M, and T-10.
(b) When the EC resonance is inside the rational surface the mode is either enhanced
or suppressed depending on the relative value of the two components of the diffusion
velocity of the superthermal electrons at the rational surface. The theoretical prediction
of the model at the limit with vse »use is confirmed at JFT-2M and T-10 (where the

mode was enhanced). The theoretical prediction of the model at the limit with vse « u^e
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is confirmed at TEXT (where the mode was suppressed). Specifying the plasma
conditions which correspond to the above limits is out of our intentions in the present
work. It is obvious, however, that use has nothing to do with the mode amplitude while

v,e, in the Rechester-Rosenbluth model for the diffusion velocity due to the magnetic

fluctuations, is quadratic in b . This implies that the critical parameter for the above

limits is the mode amplitude. For large enough b the plasma state is at the limit with

u?e » use, while for small enough b the plasma state is at the limit with vse « use.

4. The efficiency of the interaction
The mode apparently would be suppressed when the power it looses to the

superthermal and thermal electrons exceeds the power it obtains from plasma MHD-
activity. In a steady-state (at mode saturation), the power which the mode obtains from

plasma MHD-activity is equal to the resistive decay rate, ry2, of the mode. The condition
for the suppression of the mode consequently is

^k2>\. (8)
For tearing modes with co ~ co*e and with the Rechester-Rosenbluth expression for the

diffusion velocity due to the fluctuations i.e. vse ~ \p/B0 f (Tse /me )1/2 Eq.(5) becomes

m Bo
(9)

Using the relations 77 = 5xl0~5Zg j ? \UA/T^'2 and j~b//j.0L, where L^r/m is the

scale length of the mode (with all of the parameters in 5/units and Te in eV) we obtain

•« ; nedV I B0{m) Zeff\nA{Te

With the plasma parameters in JFT-2M [3], which are typical of an ECR heated plasma in

a small device, i.e. r = 2xlO7'm, 5 0 =1.57 , Te=5x\02eV, ne^l019m'\ co = \04s~1,

and Zeff = 2 , relation (10) gives

From relations (8) and (11) it follows that a superthermal electron population of
nse lne ~ 10~3 would be sufficient to suppress the mode.
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